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The Calculus of Jump Shots 

Christopher Krueger 1\07-------------------

Cracking open Newton's Principia 
as a junior, as far as I could tell, the 

second lemma seemed to propose that I 
could take a big space and break it into 
progressively smaller spaces until the 
space became so small that I could kind 
of just forget about it. I'm not usually 
quick to decision (as those who know 
my refereeing style can attest), but I 
quickly decided that that was nonsense. 

Thinking about jump shots changed 

claim, but usually when someone makes 
the claim, they mention that every St. 
John's student is an athlete and a mem-
ber of a team. And this is a good reason, 
because by virtue of being on a team, every 
student is invited, every week, to explore 
the interaction between the stuff of their 
mind and the stuff of their sweat. Here, ev
ery student can learn about the great books 
through their body, as well as through 
their mind. All they have to do is accept 

my mind. 
Playing basket-

ball in the Temple, I 
noticed that my shots 
rarely went in when I 
focused on my upper 
body. To make shots 
consistently, I had to 
bend my knees and 
jump, releasing the 
ball in a motion that 
started in my feet and 
moved up smoothly, 
with no differentiation 
between when the 
bend in my ankles 

the invitation and arrive, 

cc1 ATe'll be readytogivethebest V V ~ shot they can. I've given 
a simple description of 

playing, 
how one gets involved 
in our athletic program 
(which, it's worth noting, 
is not limited to intra
murals): one comes and 
tries. But further details 
are relevant: all sched
uled club and athletic 
events are posted on the 
college's online calendar 
and on bulletin boards in 

• rain or 
shine:' 

stopped and when the bend in my knees 
began. Maybe the idea that a shot needs 
to involve the whole body is obvious 
to some, but it wasn't to me: I always 
thought shots came out of a shooter's 
hands. 

But the best shooters in basketball 
really do shoot with their feet as much 
as with their hands (see Ray Allen), and 
a good jump shot really is one motion 
made up of initially distinct parts, the 
differentiation between which even
tually becomes so minute-through 
concentration and practice-that it 
becomes insignificant and is kind of 
just forgotten. Despite being maybe a 
little flawed, this sport-centered analogy 
colored almost half my experience with 
mathematics at the college. 

People-including Bryce Jacobsen, 
the father of the intramural program 
as we have it today-have said we have 
the best athletic program in the coun
try. Stories like the one about calculus, 
above, are examples of the truth of the 

the gym and coffee shop. 
Simply arrive-at any point in the semes
ter-at any event, including sailing or crew, 
and you'll be welcomed by the group and 
join in the event. No previous experience 
is ever required or expected, only enthusi
asm and a will to try. Moreover, if an event 
you'd like to have is not happening, you 
can start it. Come see me if you'd like some 
guidance! 

Regarding intramurals: here, every 
student is placed on a team as soon as 
they matriculate or transfer from Santa Fe. 
Unlike most schools, where the teams vary 
season by season, at St. John's essentially 
the same teams have competed together in 
every sport since the 60s. In each student's 
second year at the Annapolis campus, they 
are drafted in a friendly meeting called the 
Fellowship of the Cup. Thereafter, unless 
the student is traded, they are a member of 
the team that drafted them for life. 

In our league, all levels of experience 
work together, playing common and pecu
liar sports, always striving to get better and 
win. You might think you're not the bas-

Continued on pg. 03 
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ketball type. You may not even know how 
to dribble. But you are an athlete, and you 
won't be the first one to learn to dribble 
here. You won't even be the first person 
this year to learn to dribble. Similarly, 
maybe you're a sleeper super-star: we've 
got folks who could teach you a thing or 
two. I promise. 
Thus far, I've not spoken of Kunai, the 
college's women-only league. If you want 
to have fun and scratch your competitive
itch against your fellow friendly Johnnie 
women, try Kunai. Kunai, fun-first and 
ferocious, is the purest expression of ath
letics at the college, where every partici
pant competes while cheering one another 
on, celebrating each other's successes and 
helping everyone up after collisions. 

Maybe I make joining us on the court 

or field sound easy (just come!), but I 
know it isn't. For one thing, sports are 
noisy and, every now and again, the inten
sity of competition allows controversy and 
maybe even a spot of contentiousness to 
creep in. Moreover, it can feel ridiculous to 
try to get that weird bronze ball into that 
silly orange ring-especially if, like most 
people, even NBA players, you fail at such 
a seemingly simple task more often than 
you succeed. Let's not even go down the 
rabbit hole that is how arbitrary the rules 
are, and how, here, like everywhere else, 
~ 50% of the time the referee makes an 
obviously bone-headed call. 

Sports are hard, but, especially here, 
athletic success is a fun and special kind of 
magic. And one great thing about suc
cess-even if it initially occurs in some-
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thing arbitrary and smidge ridiculous-is 
that improvement and success can be 
habit-forming, and it's easier to get bet
ter at passing a soccer-ball-especially if 
you've never done it before-than it is to 
understand the nuances of the cave anal
ogy, or accept Newton's lemmas, and you 
have to start somewhere. 
The college's athletic opportunities are a 
great place to start because, even though, 
in a simple sense, there is risk-as there is 
simply by virtue of having a body-athlet
ics at the college occur in a safe environ
ment, highlighted by fun. Much like my 
basic acceptance of calculus, though, these 
are elements you may have to feel in order 
to understand. If you haven't yet, or haven't 
in a while, come and try. We'll be playing, 
rain or shine + 
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Molecules of the Wave 
Sam Aston A'19---------------------------------

'<supreme good is like water." - Tao Te Ching, section 8 

It is difficult to understand what kind of a person one is and what it means to be that-to 
understand when it became you and you became it. To accept that, by simply being who 
you are, you justify not only its claim to you, but also its essential truth. It becomes real 
through your actions. However, in the case of the Greenwaves, one person's actions and 
essence do not mold and form what it means to be a Greenwave, but a small part of all of 
us. There is no one individual person holding the lantern, steering the soul of the team 
through thick fog. Instead all lay claim to the team together, each person adding a little bit 
more to the growing wave before it crashes into an old Aegina rock. 

So just what is on this rock that all Greenwaves in solidarity not only aim towards, but 
through their actions exude? In my experience and in my mind, it is to enjoy and to play 
the good spirit of the game. Meaning to aim oneself, and achieve as a group, the act of 
playing the game well, not only in truth but also in the ideal. To play with sportsmanship 
and heart, to enjoy the game because of the effort required not just because of victory, and 
to want to win, but to want a good battle more. To be a Greenwave is to act in such a way 
that allows everyone to enjoy the game + 
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The Competitive Urge 

The competitive urge is a curi
ous phenomenon. At a social 

gathering I recall teaching my 
neighbor's eight-year-old son how 
to play the tabletop "football" game. 
This involves each player taking 
turns pushing a coin across the 
table. Getting the coin to hang over 
the edge of the table without falling 
off is a "touchdown:' 

The boy was excited to learn the 
game and he immediately wanted 
to play against me. I played with 
restraint and allowed him to win 
the game. The moment he hit the 
winning shot, his eyes lit up, he 
jumped straight into the air and 
shouted, "I am champion! I am 
champion!" - to the great amuse
ment of the other kids and adults 
crowding around us to watch the 
contest. 

We played a second game and 
this time I was less generous. As I 
aimed the potential winning shot, 
I paused to consider the emotional 
impact on the boy. How would he 
handle losing his "championship" 
in front of everyone? I considered 
intentionally missing the shot, but I 
didn't want to lose to him twice, so 
I went for the win and got it. 

To my surprise the boy's eyes lit 
up again and he jumped up into the 
air just as before, this time shout
ing, "You are second champion! I 
am first champion!" Our competi
tive urges, his and mine, were curi
ous indeed. 

I came from a family well ac
quainted with competitive sports. 
My father and my mother were 
coaches who believed in the noblest 
aspects of sports. They made it clear 
that they wanted me to play for the 
love of the game and to be a good 
sportsman: humble in victory and 
gracious in defeat. 

I professed agreement with 
their ethic, but deep down I didn't 
embrace it. In certain ways I was a 
coach's dream: a cooperative, hard 
working player who never gave up. 
I wanted to win, or so I thought. 

But winning was not nearly as satisfying as I 
expected it to be. I discovered I was ambi
tious for something else. 

I didn't want merely to win; I wanted 
to feel superior to my opponent. In high 
school basketball games, I would stare at my 
adversary with real contempt; I considered 
him beneath me. Even on my own team 
it mattered to me, not only that I worked 
hard, but also that I worked harder than 
everyone else. I hated to lose to anyone. I 
hated to lose far more than I valued win -
ning. 

Losing represented painful inferiority, 
and a hate-to-lose approach to achievement 
used my fear of feeling inferior to motivate 
higher performances. This seemed to work 
for me at first, helping me push for the extra 
effort that sometimes was the difference 
between victory and defeat. 

But a hate-to-lose mentality as a motiva
tor became a problem because it made win
ning incidental and eventually irrelevant. 
When not-losing is more important than 
everything else, then everything else, such 
giving your best effort or winning, are no 
longer the point of playing. For me winning 
became only a postponement of self-doubt 
that would arise the next time I needed to 
compete again and defend against a new 
assault of inferiority. 

What was worse, I knew plenty of 
coaches who actively advocated the hate
to-lose approach. With contorted faces and 
impassioned voices they'd tell the team that 
to succeed as an athlete, "You gotta HATE 
to LOSE!" This mentality is very prevalent 
on all levels of sport, from pee-wees to the 
pros. It produces fear-driven athletes who 
have lost their first love of the game. 

This perplexed and depressed me. I 
avoided sports for a while, but something 
drew me back into the game. Eventually 
I developed an understanding of athlet
ics that was transformative for me in other 
areas of life as well. 

At the bottom of this issue is the struggle 
for self-definition, for an answer to the 
question "Who am I?'' An alternative ap
proach to the fear-based comparison game 
involves abandoning the competitive urge 
as a primary source of motivation. This 
means embracing a mindset of self discov
ery that's not dependent in any way on one's 

relative rank to other human beings. 
This approach is very hard to do, 
and is so foreign a way of thinking 
to most that it is often ridiculed as 
weak, foolish or unambitious. 

Struggle and striving are still 
necessary - the ranking as a basis 
for identity is not. It is essential to 
encounter resistance from forces 
larger than ourselves that challenge 
us in ways we can't fully control or 
predict. The self-definition born 
of true knowledge of our absolute 
limitations is, paradoxically, freeing. 
Freeing, in part, because it allows 
us to identify with others instead of 
comparing with others. 

I asked an enthusiastic student 
why he came to St. John's College. 
He answered, "To find something to 
stand on:' Students I've asked seem 
to approve of that stance in theory. 
But the consensus is in practice 
many students habitually judge one 
another, alternately feeling superior 
and inferior to their fellows. An 
academic experience driven by the 
competitive urge leads to a "hate to 
lose" mentality that is not free in 
the sense sought through the liberal 
arts. The comparison game obscures 
honest answers to the questions, 
"Who am I?'' and "Why am I here?" 

Identification with others based 
on our common limitations enables 
us to love them rather than see 
them as competitors, and therefore 
threats. The fear of losing vanishes 
in this approach because in this way 
resistance and even loss becomes 
the teachers that propel us far 
higher than the conventional ideas 
of competitive success. 

Stepping out of this hierarchi
cal way of thinking is frightening, 
which is why it is far easier to think 
in a competitive way to justify our
selves. The competitive urge as a 
basis for our sense of self is a calam -
ity. The day we stop trying to justify 
ourselves through comparison with 
others is a great day in our lives + 
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Getting to Know the Hustlers 

With so many extra-program opportunities 
on campus, it can be difficult for St. John's 

students to decide how to spend their free time. 
Why, then, do multiple Johnnies choose to devote 
themselves to Hustler intramurals? I asked Chris
tian Gordon and James Griffin, two second-year 
Hustlers, to cue me in. 

Q: Why do you come out to intramural games 
as a Hustler? Of all the things to do, why choose 
Hustler sports? 
CG: First of all, exercise helps keep me sane, so 
that's nice. But of course, there are plenty of other 
ways to stay fit. 
JG: {Inaudible mumbling.} 
CG: But I wanted to come out to the Hustlers 
specifically because I knew there was a place for 
me on that team. The Hustlers are a small team, 
which meant I could play my own particular role 
right from the beginning. And it means you have 
to learn to work well with each person there to 
win. 

Q: Does the team's small size cause issues? Would 
you prefer a bigger turnout? 
JG: Well, we all get lots of playtime, and we all 
know each other really well. We're sort of like the 
300 at Thermopylae. 

CG: But I'm also proud to be a Hustler because I 
know that if someone comes out who has never 
come out before, we'll put them on the field and 
give them extra cheering and support. 

Q: Moving forward, will the Hustlers focus on 
fielding a larger, more diverse team, gender- and 
experience-wise? 
CG&JG:Yes! 
JG: The only prerequisites for being a Hustler are 
enthusiasm and sportsmanship. We win a bunch. 
But the most important thing is that we play with 
finesse. 

Q: VVhat does being a Hustler mean to each of you? 
JG: Strength, Dominion, and Triumph. Also, 
Sunshine. 
CG: Being a Hustler to me means being okay with 
losing, because no matter what, everyone plays 
their hardest as a team to play the best we can. The 
best moments I feel come when everyone is think
ing the same thing. It feels as if I'm the arm or the 
leg of some bigger body, helping it move. 

Q: Anything else? 
CG & JG: DON'T FORGET TO SMILE!!+ 
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Why Sports and Writing Matter at St. John's 
Christopher Krueger __________________________________ _ 

A classmate of mine used an 
analogy in describing why she 

decided to enroll at St. John's. She 
thought of the course of study at 
any college as an exploration of an 
enormous estate with a well-appor
tioned mansion and acres of tended 
gardens. At most schools, my friend 
thought that she would be free to 
choose and get to know extremely 
well a progressively smaller part of 
the estate. This, she thought, would 
ultimately make the scope of her 
knowledge of the estate very small. 

In contrast, with St. John's, where 
she knew she would have minimal 
choice as to what courses she would 
take, she had the sense that she 
would be led, eventually, to every 
part of the grounds. Moreover, she 
thought that once a part of the prop
erty had been accessed, she would 
be encouraged to move freely and 
explore (for example) the way the 
aesthetic in one room might compli
ment the aesthetic in another. 

Maybe this analogy doesn't paint 
the whole picture of studying at a 
college-or of studying anywhere 
else, for that matter-but it does 
seem to me that my friend had an
ticipated something like the way the 
St. John's program actually works: 
once a given book (or room) is 
opened up, the exploration by con
versation proceeds without special 
regard to where the usual commen
tary may have worn the floors. Here, 
despite the prescribed curriculum, 
my friend rightly predicted that 
students would get to practice their 
freedom. 

Mr. Macfarland-in his inter
view with the Gadfly in Issue 1 this 
academic year-mentioned his hope 
that the level of writing at the college 
will rise to the level of the conver
sations at the college. I share his 
enthusiasm for writing at the college, 
because I think that many of the 
writing opportunities at the college 
give students the chance to engage 
a rare sort of fun while they inspect 
freely the finer points of the college
estate's peculiar features. While writ
ing, a St. John's student may describe 
what they find under Odysseus's 

bed; they may prune Augustine's pear tree; 
they may dig into Baudelaire's charogne. 

Indeed, almost never is anyone more free 
than when they are writing, so it is especially 
through writing at the college that I think my 
friend was right about student intellectual life 
at St. John's. To be fair, while writing, there 
is tacit agreement-through the decision to 
write in a specific language-to be limited 
to the standard rules of grammar. Moreover, 
linguistic limitations and, to some extent, 
stylistic conventions warrant consideration. 
And there are gray areas to be navigated
such as whether the use of dashes or a 
parenthetical would be more appropriate. But 
the seemingly restrictive elements of writing 
provide a basic framework within which a 
student is able to explore creatively an idea 
that interests them. Probably more impor
tantly, these elements allow students to ex
press their own thoughts and ideas such that 
they may be understood by others, thereby 
strengthening a community and encouraging 
conversation to continue. In this way, raising 
the level of writing at the college might help 
each person here become a little more free 
through expanding the amount of the estate 
that has been combed over. The more we 
write, the more vast the world becomes. 

In the previous paragraph, I wrote, "al
most never is anyone more free than when 
they are writing ... ': Probably the only time 
the world grows as much or a student experi
ences the same degree of freedom as they 
experience while writing is when they play a 
sport. In some sense, writing and sport share 

fundamental elements: as grammar 
and linguistic convention are to writ
ing, so are boundary lines and rules 
governing physical contact to sport. 
These limitations order the world
despite the gray areas (pesky dashes: 
pesky referees)-such that the rules, 
standards, and expectations are sim
pler and easier to navigate than they 
are in the world-at-large, and one is 
thus able to explore oneself and the 
grounds of the estate in a safer, more 
concentrated way. When a student 
plays a sport at the college, they may 
see what song has to do rage; they 
may wonder, on a dark, rainy day, 
whether to play or not to play (the 
answer is always play!); they may 
explore theories of colliding bodies; 
and they will surely struggle-just 
as in seminar-at least twice with 
whether the horse or the charioteer 
is most in control. The more we play, 
the deeper our understanding be
comes, both of ourselves and of the 
texts we read. 

Writing and sport matter at St. 
John's for the same reasons. Al
though both are governed by seem
ingly arbitrary and restrictive rules, it 
is through these analogous activities 
that our vision focuses, the world 
becomes richer and more ordered, 
and each person grows a little bit 
more free+ 
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Sparta 
Grace Athanas-Linden.A'17---------------------------------

There are few things to say about Sparta: 
that is because the team speaks for itself. 

Like our namesake, we often find ourselves 
outnumbered by our opponents. But we are 
akin to the Spartans of the past in more ways 
than in their struggles; we follow them in the 
same spirit of fire and perseverance. And we 
are always looking to share that fire with our 
teammates, so if you've come out from day 
one, or never come to a game in your life, 
join us. 

No one has ever accused the Spartans of 
giving up, of believing that a game was no 
longer within our reach. Not only have we 
many times over-hounded the opposite team 
to the end of the game, but our own athletic 
prowess has shone through and earned rec
ognition and respect. With half the number 
of players and a dogged determination that 
would put Cerberus to shame, Sparta last 
year pulled off a resounding Frisbee victory 
over the worthy Druid opposition. That is the 
defining characteristic of a Spartan. No, not 
that you have to win a Frisbee game in order 

to gain admission to the team, or even that we 
win all the time. But at the base of every game 
is the desire to put in the effort, to show the 
world that we are not to be underestimated, 
and that no matter the obstacles, we are here 
to play. 

This pulling together to see each competi
tion through to the end has created a bond 
that runs among the team. We support each 
other, teach each other, and encourage the 
entire team to keep playing until that final 
whistle. Whether a new team member has 
never played before or an old hand comes 
along who has been playing since childhood, 
all are welcome to the brethren, for we see 
such strength in all. Everyone has the ability 
to struggle through opposition and be proud 
of themselves for doing so; that is what Sparta 
brings out of those who come out. 

Sparta: the few (but always looking to grow), 
the fierce, the blue-tiful + 
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Who Are the Guardians? 
Robin Lancaster A'18 ----------------------------------

The guardians are the golden-souled custodi
ans of a Republic of sport. Dividing the line 

between competition and fun, we endeavor to 
maintain an environment that will last the test 
of time, or of essay writing period. That environ
ment is made possible by a team-wide commit
ment to the motto ofIIav 8uµoc;, Ou TeKV11· All 
heart, no skill is an oft repeated phrase used to 
describe an underdog. For the Guardians, how
ever, it means something more. This is not to say 
that Guardians are always without skill. What it 
means is that skill is not the main distinguishing 
trait of a Guardian. A Guardian is distinguished 
by their willingness to compete and learn above 
all else. A season's success is not measured in vic
tories but in the strides that we have taken for
ward individually and as a team. This Thumotic 
focus is based on the idea that sport, particu
larly at St. John's, is a means by which personal 
growth is possible. The bonds that one builds 
on the pitch or court, as well as the challenges 
which one faces, provide a practical theater in 

which to apply the program. The rational part of 
the soul can only come to bear if the Thumotic 
element is likewise inclined. Sport is perhaps 
one of the purest mediums in which to experi
ence qualities such as fellowship, fairness, and 
discord. These pure experiences of the Thumotic 
element allow it to align with the intellectual 
experiences that the program provides. How 
can one decide whether an author has correctly 
captured the elation of victory or the pangs of 
defeat without a direct experience of them? This 
seems to us to be one of the main goals of the 
athletic program at St. John's. The second goal is, 
of course, to have fun, and we try just as hard to 
fulfill that goal. The program is hard, and there 
are few better ways to get out of your head (and 
away from your essay) than to get together with 
a group of friends and play. So what does it mean 
to be a Guardian? It is very similar to being a 
Johnnie: being committed to self improvement 
and occasionally enjoying yourself+ 
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Interview With A Druid 

I nterviewer: Hi, thanks for being here 
today and taking time to talk to me. 

Druid: No problem, I'm always happy to 
talk about the Druids. 
Great. So, we're going to start off with the 
simple stuff and work our way up. Sound 
good? 
[Druid gives thumbs up as sign of appro
bation] What is your favorite color? 
Maroon. 
Who is your favorite rapper? 
Vanilla Ice. Actually you11 find if you ask 
any Druid that they will give the same 
answer. It's kind of crazy how we are all 
on the same wavelength. [Druid chuckles 
to self] 
Do you have a favorite song? 
That's a tough one, but I'd have to say :All 
I do is Win' by DJ Khaled or 'Clear Eyes, 
Full Heart (Can't Lose) by T Powell. 
I've heard that the Druids have awesome 
team parties where you watch movies 
and drink beverages. What is the team's 
favorite movie? (I'm assuming that your 
own tastes are aligned.) 
Haha, yes, we do share an incredible 
agreement in our tastes. I would have to 
say that the team favorite as far as movies 
go is 'Dirty Dancing' (the original) [Druid 
gives slight shudder at the thought of 
'Dirty Dancing: Havana Nights] but we 
also love 'Ferris Bueller's Day Off.' 
Moving onto sports, what sport do you 
enjoy playing most? 
I would say that soccer and volleyball 
are the most fun, though the charms of 
basketball increase in proportion to how 
much one plays it. Frisbee is super fun as 
well! 
What team do you most enjoy playing 
against? 
Well, Spruid Love is real and strong, but 
I see a promising future for a beautiful 
friendship between the Guardians and the 

Druids. The Gruids? The Guardruids? The 
Druguards? [the Druid muses] Anyway, 
we11 figure something out. 
What do you have to say about the 
famous rivalry between the Hustlers and 
Druids? 
Look, we have a great affection for the 
individuals on the Hustlers and really the 
only problem (if one wants to call it that) 
is that when we're on the court, our views 
of how and why we play sports tend to 
clash and the occasional sparks fly. 
How would you describe the Druid ethos? 
So the other day, the Druids suffered what 
most teams would consider to be a crush
ing defeat; in the course of two volleyball 
matches we lost six consecutive games. 
As I said, this would have been terrible 
for many people, but not for us. You see, 
we left the gym that day in high spirits, 
both because we had played well for the 
most part (despite it not being reflected 
in the score), and most importantly we 
had had a lot of fun. It is not merely 
self-aggrandizement when we call out, 
''Druids are the best! No one has more 
fun!" because we do have the most fun 
out of any of other teams, and it is this 
joy and sense of fun that makes us the 
best, in our own eyes if not those of the 
world at large. That is not to say that we 
do not care about playing well - quite 
the contrary, we care very much - but 
it is more important for us that everyone 
is having a good time. It is wonderfully 
liberating not to let your desire to win get 
in the way of the joy of playing the game 
- this also serves as a valuable life lesson 
if you need one. And, you know, being a 
Druid is about more than playing sports. I 
know that we can come off as a bit cultish, 
but I don't see that that is a bad thing. We 
take pains to foster a spirit of camaraderie 
both on and off the field/court, were like 

a family - and like all the best families 
we fall on the weird and whack end of the 
spectrum. 
What is the one thing that everyone 
should know about the Druids. 
We can't lose. This fact might need a 
little fleshing out, as it may at first glance 
seem to be in conflict with the whole 
losing-six-games-of-volleyball-in-a-row 
thing. But here's an infallible argument in 
support of our being perpetual winners 
despite whatever the score board says: We 
are Druids, and therefore by that alone we 
have won the lottery of life. 
One last question. What is your favorite 
thing about being a Druid? 
Quite simply, being a Druid. I mean hav
ing those people in my life; seeing them 
regularly, playing alongside them, sweat
ing, and failing, and winning with them; 
it's wonderful and beautiful and I cannot 
imagine my life without it. I honestly 
don't know if! would still be at St. John's 
if! didn't have the intramural program 
and most importantly, my team. Playing 
sports and being on a team (having that 
sense of camaraderie) has given shape 
and purpose to my life when I most need 
it. When the program is destroying the 
entire foundation of my world, and I feel 
myselfin free-fall I yet have the struc
ture of my sporting schedule, the defined 
goal of playing as well as I can, and the 
strangely soothing presence of my wild 
and rowdy teammates. 
Any parting remarks, last words? 
Hey, Druids, y'all are wonderful and 
beautiful and I am eternally grateful for 
your existence! Thank you for being you. 
Stay weird. And remember: Clear Eyes, 
Full Heart+ 
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Simone Louw 

You may know us as the sweaty, glowing goddesses who 
storm into the dining hall every Tuesday and Friday 

around 6pm. You may have leaned over to the person next 
to you and asked in a hushed and faltering tone, "Who ... 
who are they?" so moved were you by their (our) majesty 
and undeniable greatness. "Kunai" came the reply, and you 
felt a shiver of recognition run up your spine, a memory 
so ancient that it lives, not in your mind, but in the very 
fiber of your being. "Kunai," you breathed, the name evok
ing a thousand images of Amazonian valor, Artemis and 
the hunt, the daring of Hera in her opposition to the will 
of Zeus, and all the audacious, "shameless" women who 
refused to muzzle their strength and retire meekly to the 
spectator seats of Life. And now standing before you were 
the inheritors of this proud and ancient tradition. One of 
the goddess.es glanced over, and seeing you looking at her, 
she smiled. It was a warm and welcoming smile, not the 
disdainful smile of a goddess, but one of a flesh and blood 
person. In that moment it dawned on you that you did not 
need to be anything more than you already were, and that 
you too could belong to that band of sisters. 
Back to the present. Here you are reading this, and as with 
the fictional you, you move through the stages of awe, 
recognition, and finally the desire to join ranks with us. 
It is in our human nature to wish to belong, to be part of 
something greater than ourselves, so grant yourself that 
wish. There is nothing to keep you from doing so. You 
might object that you lack hand-eye coordination, that you 
have never played a sport in your life, that you are afraid 
of flying objects. We wave your objections aside; whether 
you identify with every objection or none is immaterial, 
because Kunai welcomes everyone regardless of their ath
letic ability. If you are a skilled athlete, we are happy to have 
your help in raising the level of play and setting us a goal to 
which to aspire. If you are not skilled, we see it as an honor 
and a privilege to help you to grow in strength and ability, 
and little by little to become an athlete. 
Kunai is of course nothing, not even an empty shell, 
without the ladies who come out each week; they are the 
heart, soul, and everything else that makes Kunai what it is. 
The following is what they have to say about what they love 
most about spending their Tuesday and Friday afternoons 

being Hell B*****s in the Temple Iglehart. 
There is of course the sporting itself; when asked what 
she loves most about Kunai Cordelia Achen ('19) is quick 
in her response "Netball': she says, "and watching 
people grow"; Grace Athanas-Linden ('17) adds, "it gives 
you the opportunity to practice skills (both physical and 
mental) and then apply them in the game and elsewhere:' 
It is indeed wonderful to watch one's team-mates grow 
in strength and ability both on and off the court/field. 
Sometimes you can even see people growing happier and 
watch the quality of their lives change for the better - as a 
captain this is the best thing. For some it simply the rush of 
doing sports, Kelsey Cumiskey ('19) says that her favorite 
thing about Kunai is "kicking-ass': and she is not alone -
playing sports with such a group of goddesse~ is indeed 
wonderful and empowering. 
This brings us to another, profoundly important aspect 
of Kunai, and that is the supportive community that we 
foster. One of the best things that Kunai offers is the chance 
to form friendships with people outside one's immediate 
circle and class, for Beebs Hartzel ('20) this aspect is very 
important: "I've gotten to know a bunch of really cool girls 
who I wouldn't have met otherwise;' and Karlena Haase 
('19) says her favorite thing is that "I get to see my favorite 
faces and build new friendships while releasing tension:' 
For Claire Racette ('17), "it's super cool to see such a close 
community of women building each other up, but pushing 
each other to be competitive in a healthy waY:' This kind 
and supportive environment, what Su Karagoz ('20) calls 
"female motivation'' is just one of the beautiful aspects of 
Kunai. The beauty of Kunai is nicely summed up in the 
words of Ashleigh Mire au (' 17): "My favorite thing about 
Kunai is that I know how different life would be without 
it: it has pushed me to grow as a person, find interests and 
strengths I never knew I had, and make friends with people 
I would not have without it. It's a beautiful little commu
nity:' 

Ludere aude! 

Be brave. Be brazen. Be beautiful+ 

THE GADFLY 
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Miss Brann on Women's Athletics 
Eva Brann Tutor~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The following speech was delivered 
by Eva Brann at the annual womens 
soccer kickoff in 1994. 

There is an old Latin saying that 
is a special favorite of liter-

ate coaches: Mens sana in corpora 
sano- "a sane mind (mens) in a 
sound bodY:' When I was an under
graduate in Brooklyn College some 
fellow smart-alecks had put graffiti 
on the wall: "Men's and women's 
sana in corpora sano:' Their Latin 
was dreadful but their head was 
screwed on right: men and women 
are equally the saner for playing at 
sports. 

While I'm at it, your coaches, who 
ought to know better, aren't so great 
at Greek either. Those wonderful 
T-shirts some of you lady-dogs from 
the world below are wearing have 
on them perfectly horrible Greek, 

and though I've made Mr. Pickens swear to 
start every season with a confession, I bet he 
doesn't do it. Please, freshmen: ask your lan
guage tutors on Monday what the nominative 
plural of a she-dog (Kuwv) might be (Kuv~~), 
so that you can uphold the intellectual honor 
of your school next time a midshipwoman 
from across the street taunts you with false 
Greek. You can say: "We wear these to test 
the outer world's learning:' 

But now a moment of seriousness. 

Doing sports at St. John's is an interestingly 
self-contradictory project. Here is why: This 
school is a community of friends, and you 
will play as friends; but you will also play to 
beat each other; the invigorating self-contra
diction is that of friendly competition. This 
school is a community of reflection, and you 
will play as thinking beings, but you will also 
play with your bodies: the exhilarating self
contradiction is that of thoughtful physical
ity. This school is a community for question-

ing everything, and you will play 
as inquirers, but you will also play 
by the rules: the stimulating self
contradiction is that of freely-chosen 
conformity. And finally, this school is 
a community of human beings, and 
you will play because it is human to 
play, but you are also women, and 
will play as women play: the fascinat
ing self-contradiction is that of being 
a thoroughly human woman. These 
are the opportunities out there for 
testing and stretching and flexing 
and perhaps confirming categories. 
Make the most of it: then do come 
to tell me what you've learned. And 
by the way. In all Greek literature the 
plural of the really elegant special
ized word for "bitch'' ( Kuwv) never 
occurs, so if you want that you will 
have to invent the linguistic para
digm and probably the living model. 
Do it with grace, and have a great 
season! 


